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From: Elizabeth McCallum


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Elizabeth McCallum


Bellingham, WA 98226


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:lizmcrn@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Nancy Kricorian


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Nancy Kricorian


New York, NY 10025


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:nancyk@bway.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: William Beirne


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


William Beirne


Avondale, PA 19311


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:wbeirne@comcast.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: John Price


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


John Price


Portland, OR 97213


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:duckprice@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: John Paone


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


John Paone


Mashpee, MA 02649


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. WHY SHOULD MY ONLINE  
CONTRIBUTION BE ANY LESS MATCHABLE? IT WAS NEVER MY INTENT THAT IT BE  
TREATED DIFFERENTLY.  The draft advisory opinion barely addresses  
this question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore  
be rejected by the Commission. FOR THE COMMISSION TO THWART MY  
LEGITIMATE INTENT WOULD BE WITHOUT JUSTIFICATION AND PLAINLY WRONG- 
HEADED.



mailto:jpaone@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: JAMES ROUNSAVELL


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:43 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


JAMES ROUNSAVELL


CITRUS HEIGHTS, CA 95610


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:jimr.angelwatch@comcast.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Marla Doherty


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Marla Doherty


Redding, CA 96001


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:MarlaDoherty@hotmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Michael Whatley


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Michael Whatley


Asheville, NC 28803


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:mjwhatley@bellsouth.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Edward Mayo


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:43 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Edward Mayo


Holland, MI 49423


Comment: Please REJECT DRAFT AO 2007-31


I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the  
Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my individual  
credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online  
through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:dmayo2@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: James Barrett


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:43 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


James Barrett


Chapel Hill, NC 27517


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:jcb@dessert-first.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jonathan Hunsicker


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:43 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Jonathan Hunsicker


Columbia, SC 29212


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:jhunsicker@sc.rr.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Charles Green


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Charles Green


Mesa, AZ 85203


Comment: My contribution to John Edwards through ActBlue was intended  
to be eligible for matching funds; so, please match it as I intended.
I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the  
Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my individual  
credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online  
through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:charlieg@aznetgate.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Kathleen & Steven Callan


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Kathleen & Steven Callan


Palo Cedro, CA 96073-0228


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:callan7@froniternet.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Patricia Rosas


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Patricia Rosas


Rio Rico, AZ 85648


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:transaltions@patriciarosas.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Ray Crawford


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Ray Crawford


Rutherfordton, NC 28139


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:brc0737@bellsouth.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jennifer Mayo


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Jennifer Mayo


Holland, MI 49423


Comment: Please REJECT DRAFT AO 2007-31


I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the  
Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my individual  
credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online  
through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:dmayo2@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Dave Viens


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Dave Viens


lakewood, WA 98498


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:d_viens@comcast.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: George Starr


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
George Starr


Chicago, IL 60625


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


This seems like intentional favoritism on the behalf of big business and special interest candidates.


 
Thank you.



mailto:gstarr@abelsontaylor.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Edrie Irvine


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Edrie Irvine


Arlington, VA 22203


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:edriee@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Pat Pulliam


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Pat Pulliam


Sewanee, TN 37375


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:kpulliam@cafes.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Robert Malone


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Robert Malone


Gulf Shores, AL 36547


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:rsmalone@gulftel.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Mary Rachael Carson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Mary Rachael Carson


Vero Beach, FL 32966


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:rachaelcarson@bellsouth.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Brian Nnolim


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Brian Nnolim


Houston, TX 77036


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:nnolimb@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Joyce Chadwick


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Joyce Chadwick


Washington, DC 20008


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:craftychadwick@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Martin Fox


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Martin Fox


New York, NY 10011


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:fox1820@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Mary Geoghegan


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Mary Geoghegan


Keyport, NJ 07735


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Please allow the voices of the electorate to be heard. That is your  
responsibility. Please allow the funds to be match so we have a  
fighting chance against big lobbyists and corporations.



mailto:mgeogh5900@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Gregory Owen-Boger


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Gregory Owen-Boger


Chicago, IL 60643


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:greg@owenproco.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Nancy DeTine


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Nancy DeTine


Buffalo, NY 14222


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:nancy@nancydetine.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Erin Thead


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Erin Thead


Boston, MA 02215


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.


The FEC should not be discouraging private citizens with limited  
funds from taking part in the electoral process.  But by sending the  
message that their contributions, when sent through a safe and secure  
service to their candidate of choice, are not matchable, the FEC is  
doing precisely that.  As a governmental agency employed and funded  
by the American people, through their tax dollars, the FEC should  
serve the interests of Americans and the interests of the law, as it  
was intended, rather than a distortion of the law intended to serve  
an elite few.



mailto:mail@erinthead.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Betty  Mullins


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:41 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Betty  Mullins


Kettering, OH 45429


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:blm@ameritech.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Russell Majher


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:41 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Russell Majher


naperville, IL 60564


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Russell Majher



mailto:d-majher@msn.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Doreen Beynders


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:41 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Doreen Beynders


Union City, NJ 07087-5314


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:dbeyndersusa@hotmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Mildred Shoffner


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:41 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Mildred Shoffner


Charlotte, NC 28215


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:sshoffner@familydollar.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Esther Brown


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Esther Brown


East Leroy, MI 49051


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:steamburg@sbcglobal.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jane Bedford


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Jane Bedford


Austin, TX 78745-5030


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:Jaybedf@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Keith Horwitz


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Keith Horwitz


Studio City, CA 91604


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:keith@garden-thestore.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Blanca Kopacz


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Blanca Kopacz


Keyport, NJ 07735


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:bkopacz@brookdalecc.edu

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Beverly Meier


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Beverly Meier


Chapel Hill, NC 27516-5158


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:beverly4meiers@bellsouth.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Maureen Ugolini


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Maureen Ugolini


Bloomington, IL 61701


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:Eena1103@AOL.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: patricia merrill


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


patricia merrill


seattle, WA 98119


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:trish.merrill@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Clyde Scanley


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Clyde Scanley


N. Kingstown, RI 02852


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:cycs@cox.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: David Berkshire


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


David Berkshire


Houston, TX 77025-4516


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:dacbe@earthlink.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Chad Halsey


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Chad Halsey


Muncie, IN 47304


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:chadmichaels@dailyactivist.org

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Erna Auton


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Erna Auton


Saline, MI 48176-9736


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 I am one of those millions of people that have a very limited income.  A ten dollars contribution from me is like a 2 
million dollars contribution from Ford Motor Company.  Shouldn’t my meager donation have as much value as a big 
corporation and be treated respectfully and recognized with matching funds?  Individuals often can not afford to “buy” 
a politician, but we can “support” a person with as much as we can afford.  Our sacrifice should not be treated 
contemptibly because we are poor.  


  
Thank you.
Erna J. Auton, U.S. Citizen



mailto:ernaauton@netzero.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Trevor Kincaid


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Trevor Kincaid


washington, DC 20002


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:Trev205@hotmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Cheryl Mitchell


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Cheryl Mitchell


Bronx, NY 10471


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:cherhyll@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Nathan Nickens


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Nathan Nickens


Reston, VA 20190


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:nathannickens@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jeff Gardner


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Jeff Gardner


Hawthorne, NJ 07506


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:jeff@njfordemocracy.org

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Eric Hallstrom


To: Mary Dove


Subject: Fw: Comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31
Date: 12/12/2007 12:23 PM


Mary:  This comment came in through Information. 
 
 
"optingout@juno.com" 
<optingout@juno.com>  
 
 
12/11/2007 02:14 PM 


 
To info@fec.gov 
cc  


Subject Comment on Draft Advisory 
Opinion 2007-31 


 
  


 
 
Do the right thing here! The contributions in my name should stand 
alone. Those of us who believe in public financing are watching. 
 
 
                                                                  Thank you, 
 
 
                                                                  Teresa Knight 
 
 
                                                                   113 Sgrignoli Lane 
 
 
                                                                    Enola, PA          
17025 



mailto:CN=Eric Hallstrom/O=FEC/C=US

mailto:CN=Mary Dove/O=FEC/C=US@FEC






From: J J Ruggiero


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


J J Ruggiero


Monroe, NC 28110


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.


J J Ruggiero



mailto:Chiefnohair@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: J J Ruggiero


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


J J Ruggiero


Monroe, NC 28110


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.


  J J Ruggiero



mailto:Chiefnohair@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: M A Ruggiero


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


M A Ruggiero


Monroe, NC 28110


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.


M A Ruggiero



mailto:CarolinaGirlforEdwards@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Kevin Villers


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Kevin Villers


NEW YORK, NY 10003


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:hituttle@mail.yellowstone.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Alida Thacher


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Alida Thacher


Portland, OR 97212


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:alida@sound-logic.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Kay Gore


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Kay Gore


Virginia Beach, VA 23451


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidate'€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:kaygore@cox.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Melonie Wright


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Melonie Wright


Mason, OH 45040


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.


Peace for You
Peace for Me
Peace for ALL



mailto:Letuspaint@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Chris Canestaro


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Chris Canestaro


Austin, TX 78704


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:clc@hieroglyph.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Ronald Walters


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:10 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Ronald Walters


Greensboro, NC 27401-2337


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you, in advance, for your consideration on this issue.



mailto:Ponchofan66@triad.rr.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: george hoag


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:10 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


george hoag


chapel hill, NC 27514


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:ghoag@intrex.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Deborah Carpenter


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:40 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Deborah Carpenter


Swanton, OH 43558


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:dacarpenter@bcslawyers.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Leland Robinson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:10 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Leland Robinson


Frederick, MD 21701-9341


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:robinson942@comcast.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: James Henley


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:40 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


James Henley


Peoria, AZ 85381


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


People sending John Edwards funding via Act Blue, are sending dollars  
to John, not ACT BLUE. How idiotic and unAmerican to twist the law  
and not allow matching.



mailto:jamesmhenley@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Heath Eddy


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Heath Eddy


Exton, PA 19341


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


ActBlue is another mechanism which can provide the clear records of  
identified contributions for candidates.  There is no reason not to  
include these contributions as part of those campaign funds eligible  
for matching.


Thank you.



mailto:hbplan@ptd.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Aldon Hynes


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Aldon Hynes


Woodbridge, CT 06525


Comment: I am writing to comment on the role of ‘pass through’ PACs  
as they relate to the Matching Fund Act.  It is my understanding that  
a draft advisory, Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31, has been written  
which asserts that contributions via pass through PACs should not  
apply for Matching Fund purposes.


While it might be possible to parse the language of the Matching Fund  
Act to construe it to not apply to money donated via pass through  
PACs, clearly such a reading is the exact opposite of the intention  
of the creators of the bill, of people checking off a box on their  
tax forms, of people donating to political campaigns via pass through  
PACs and of people working on the campaigns.


I have checked off the form on my tax returns, and it has been my  
belief that such funds should apply to people donating via pass  
through PACs.  I have donated to campaigns via pass through PACs and  
it has been my belief that those donations should be matched for  
Matching Fund purposes.  I have worked as a technology advisor to  
political campaigns, and the use of pass through PACs has always been  
considered a way of removing obstacles to the fundraising process and  
making it more of a public process instead of the high dollar donor  
system that the Matching Fund process was created to correct.


The goal of the Matching Funds act and the goal of pass through PACs  
have been to remove the barriers to political involvement of regular  
citizens.  The FEC should act based upon these principles, reject  
Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual credit card contributions  
made online through pass though PACs, like ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


Thank you.



mailto:aldon.hynes@orient-lodge.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Cary  Lafaye


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Cary  Lafaye


Columbia, SC 29205


Comment: My jaw literally dropped open when I read that you are  
contemplating not giving a match to money donated to John Edwards  
through Act Blue.  Like many of his supporters, I have a very modest  
income and cannot give large contributions as a corporate donor.   
Please let us have an equal voice in this election.  It's one of the  
few rights we have left.


I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the  
Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my individual  
credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online  
through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:cdlafaye@netscape.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Mike Stensrud


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Mike Stensrud


Portland, OR 97206


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


I thought they would be covered and I'm dismayed to learn that they  
might not.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:mike.stensrud@hotmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Michael McElroy


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Michael McElroy


Lansdowne, PA 19050


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:McElroyMJ@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Maya Dexter


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Maya Dexter


Lindenwold, NJ 08021


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:mayadexter@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jean Wiant


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:39 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Jean Wiant


Philipsburg, PA 16866


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:jwdlre@comcast.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: NancyTerrell


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/12/2007 02:31 PM


Ms. Dove - please respect grassroots activism and allow John Edwards ActBlue 
contributions to count toward public financing.
Hopefully, the FEC will catch up to the modern world.
Thanks -
Nancy
 



mailto:NancyTerrell@comcast.net

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: John Sundman


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:33 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
John Sundman


Vineyard Haven, MA 02568


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:johnny@wetmachine.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Garry Klein


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:34 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Garry Klein


Iowa City, IA 52245


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:the3rdiowa@mchsi.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Donald Sinclair


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:39 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Donald Sinclair


BLACK MTN, NC 28711


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:DONSINCLAI@AOL.COM

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jay Ackroyd


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Jay Ackroyd


New York, NY 10128


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a strong supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission  
should be eoncouraging presidential candidates to participate in the  
matching funds system. The Commission should be especially supportive  
of grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31,  
on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers to  
participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:jay@ackroyd.org

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: gtg724n@mail.gatech.edu


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: ActBlue classification
Date: 12/12/2007 01:40 PM


Hello,


I am writing as a concerned citizen about the rules on public financing with
respect to websites such as ActBlue.  As I understand the spirit of the FEC
rules, they are to prevent large bundlers, such as in the Pioneer system or
labor unions, from exercising undue influence in the electoral process.  Even
though they may generate their funds through individual contributions, they can
serve as the final arbiter of for whom said funds are raised or directed.  This
makes these bundlers representatives of their own interests in addition to those
people that made the actual contributions.


In contrast, websites such as ActBlue are designed to provide an infrastructure
for online contributions in much the same way that Amazon.com's one-click
shopping facilitates book orders.  ActBlue both streamlines proper reporting and
enables its users to see in near real-time the effect their contributions have
on a variety of campaigns.


Thus, websites such as ActBlue are more like a political version of PayPal than
a political player in their own right, and thus should have qualifying
individual contributions apply to public financing for the appropriate
candidates.


Qualifying individual contributions via ActBlue should be treated the same as
those made by personal check.


Thank you for the time,


Bjorn Cole


--



mailto:gtg724n@mail.gatech.edu

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: Nora Morse


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:27 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Nora Morse


Williamstown, MA 01267


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Sincerely,


Nora Morse



mailto:nora.a.morse@williams.edu

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Mike Carvalho


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:28 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Mike Carvalho


Silver Spring, MD 20902


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate'❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Mike Carvalho
Silver Spring, Md.



mailto:johnedwards@barkingmoose.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Judith Camwell


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:31 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Judith Camwell


Camillus, NY 13031


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:iddybud@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: John Gizis


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


John Gizis


Woodstown, NJ 08098


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


I am not a donor to John Edwards, but I have used ActBlue as a matter  
of convenience to many other characters.  I hope you will look at the  
spirit of the rules.



mailto:jgizis@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: John Samuelsen


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


John Samuelsen


Lincoln, AR 72744


Comment: I donated through ActBlue as my very first campaign  
contribution to any candidate ever.  I have a low income and can only  
afford to give a little.  I am exactly the kind of person that public  
financing is supposed to support.  Please support public financing by  
following the intent of what public financing is all about.


I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the  
Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual credit  
card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under  
the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.


John Samuelsen



mailto:oldbucsfan@hotmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Mary Lou Halbach


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Mary Lou Halbach


Benbrook, TX 76126


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:pv313@sbcglobal.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Gary Sprunk


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Gary Sprunk


Phoenix, AZ 85014


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:Gary@Sprunk.org

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Donald Westbrook


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:46 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Donald Westbrook


Ocean City, MD 21843


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:donw@firepro-md.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Ray Andersen


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:46 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Ray Andersen


Newburgh, IN 47630


Comment: I had no idea when I, in good faith, made my contribution to  
the John Edward's campaign that it would not be eligible for matching  
funds!  I am retired and on a fixed income so I wanted John Edwards  
to get the maximum benefit from my contribution.


I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:andersenrp@earthlink.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Dara Howe


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:46 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Dara Howe


Nashville, TN 37204


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.


I am widowed and live on my husband's social security with my  
disabled son and my 90 year old mother.  Please do the right thing  
and allow our small monthly contribution to John Edwards' campaign  
through ActBlue to count as least as much as the matched  
contributions from other sources!


Thank you!


Dara Howe



mailto:dvhowe@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Amy Goodale


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:44 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Amy Goodale


Apex, NC 27539


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the ActBlue  
website. I made the contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed  
as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was  
exactly the same as the contribution page on the John Edwards for  
President web site, with all of the same safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:amy-cityspace@nc.rr.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Christina bulla


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:45 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Christina bulla


chicago, IL 60620


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:fattyuncus@wowway.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: C. Phillip Houck


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:45 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


C. Phillip Houck


Clarkston, GA 30021


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:cphouck@bellsouth.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Laurie Borthwick


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 02:46 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Laurie Borthwick


Fort Collins, CO 80525


Comment: I am just a concerned voter from Colorado who believes in a  
fair system.  I would like to know that any contributions I make  
through ActBlue are being matched under the Matching Fund Act as law  
allows.  I am enclosing a letter which expresses my views below:


I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the  
Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my individual  
credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online  
through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:sooner9@earthlink.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Ian Magruder


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Ian Magruder


Santa Cruz, CA 95060


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:blueflame@ebold.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Douglas Depue


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Douglas Depue


SALEM, OR 97302-9454


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:dougdepue@onemain.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jessica Cavalieri


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Jessica Cavalieri


Pocatello, ID 83201


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:jessicazi@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: James Williams


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


James Williams


Portland, OR 97212


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:alida@sound-logic.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Aaron Yeargan


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Aaron Yeargan


Camp LeJeune, NC 28542


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:aaron.yeargan@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Sandra  Lewis


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Sandra  Lewis


Oakland, CA 94618


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my  
individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards  
2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the contribution from my  
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The  
contribution page I used was exactly the same as the contribution  
page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same  
safeguards and disclaimers.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:sel27@earthlink.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Robert Brigham


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Robert Brigham


San Francisco, CA 94133


Comment: Commissioners, I appreciate your thoughtful review of how  
advancing technology influences Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31.


I have a laptop and a cell phone and have successfully used the two  
to get a whole bunch of people to contribute small contributions to  
candidates they support via ActBlue over the past three years.


What I love about ActBlue is that there are no entry barriers:  with  
a free email account (as you can see I use gmail) and some evening  
cell phone minutes one may reach out to friends and family and  
neighbors and make a case for a candidate -- where if the recipient  
agrees, it is as simple as can be to send a small dollar donation.


This free technology allows the spirit of the matching fund system to  
soar.


Please, encourage technological innovation that facilitates more  
individuals supporting their candidate with a small donation.


Thank you for your consideration.



mailto:bob.brigham@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Laura Belin


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Laura Belin


Windsor Heights, IA 50322


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidate'€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:laurabelin@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: William Cubbison


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


William Cubbison


Raleigh, NC 27603


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Furthermore, the point of the federal matching system is to encourage  
mass participation.  The result of the draft opinion would be to  
significantly injure the ability of future campaigns to engage in  
grassroots fundraising.


Thank you.



mailto:wccubbison@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Brian Leubitz


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Brian Leubitz


San Francisco, CA 94114


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual  
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched  
under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in  
the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential  
candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online  
contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft  
advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides  
an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.


Brian Leubitz



mailto:brian@calitics.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Philip Scott


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 03:08 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


Philip Scott


Dallas, TX 75219


Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I  
urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit peoples  
individual credit card contributions to John Edwards for President -  
made online through ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should  
be removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate  
in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new  
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns.  
Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect  
new barriers to participation in matching funds.


I contributed to John Edwards for President through his primary  
campaign website. I made the contribution from my personal funds (and  
affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used  
was the contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site,  
with all of the same safeguards and disclaimers. The Act Blue site  
has exactly the same requirements and disclaimers.  There is no  
legitimate reason to treat those contributions equally.


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards  
for President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online  
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely  
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should  
therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:philip_scott@sbcglobal.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com



